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You can take any video, trim the best part, merge with other videos, add soundtrack. Next comes the menu where you can
download an avatar, create a selection of your videos, choose a template. You can also choose the language of the site there.

And at the very bottom, on the main page, there are popular news of the site. Site optimization CMS Joomla has a huge database
of cached pages, and for a smoother operation of the site requires code optimization. To do this, you need to change the

connection of the site to the database. This operation is not recommended by standard means. For self-optimization of the code,
we recommend using third-party free programs. In the template for JoomShopping you can change the fonts, background color,
as well as the ratio of text and images in the footer. This will allow you to later add icons for categories and product pages. To

change the structure of meta tags, just write php to the line: And all your meta tags will change. Change the template In the
administrative part of the site, in the top menu, there is an item "Templates". By clicking on it, you will immediately be taken to

a page where you can choose a template suitable for your site. After all, there are about 150 templates on Joomshopping.
JoomWeb Designer Menu The menu is very simply organized. Three main menus are shown on a gray background. Users (user

editing); Sidebar (tabs and categories); Content editor (page editor). The menus and menus of the Joomla engine are very
similar, so after reading this article, you will already be able to create your own version of the site on Jumo. Tabs are intended

for editing various files, which will be described below. The administrative part of the site JoomImage The top menu of the site
contains the following tabs: Tab "About hosting and domain"; Built-in forum. This information is not needed at all, because you

can quickly change hosting to another one, and even better, have your site hosted on a paid hosting, so that it is cheaper than
your site's hosting on Joomla. The content editor is the path that will lead you to create a site on the Joomweb site. Right-click
on any page, and select "Editor" from the menu that appears. In the Editor item, you will go to the very bottom, where all the

editor functions will be located: Search (p
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